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PREFACE

This report is preliminary and uses gleanings from the results of three
.African survey missions-which took place in 19.7.7 concerning technology transfer
and. ;inf ormation and the Library of the Economic .Commission for .'Africa.
The
third mission is still underway.
Countries which were 'or- -w:il#- be visited
are: ..Algeria, Egypt,. .Kenya; Madagascar, the Sudan,'Rwanda, Somalia,' the .United

Republic of Tanzania, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Ethiopia, the United Republic of '"
Cameroon, Nigeria, Ghana, the Niger, Mali, Senegal, Zaire and Zambia. - ■

V&xch of the: material consists of cond-Taa-iwions of paragraphs writ-ten
by members of the survey mission teams with a view to emphasising- aspects
related to existing facilities for applying technology information and the
needs of potential users of technology^
.. ;: ; A final report is
completed■
In

.

:

expected later in 1977 when the third mission is
.
r -

■■

EXISTING INFORMATION StBVICSS

":

;.>

■

■ ^Services for transferring information of all sorts - radio, newspapers, "
books, schools, roads. etc;, in Africa are very inadequate for a population of •
about 300 million, The services for technology information "'are'particularly

limited.

Since the potential innovators of technological institutions and

industrial enterprises in any society constitute only a'tiny .fraction'of the
total population,'it can be generally assumed that the chance that a "person "'""
with such capability will be able to use such a-source of technology information
is almost nil.

In view of this situation; it is not' surprising that-fewindigenously ' : "

owned technology- enterpriser have come

"*

1n?!at'i-tiCS

forth in the last decade.

°n fficisting African information-transferring institutions ■

in 1973 - 1975 for representative countries are as follows)

.

Population

Country

{2. '.?-ions)

1-12

-

Ethiopia'
Botswana
Liberia

-

.

Ghana
Niger

1/

30

0-7
1,8

!■■'C ■' '■-"■■
Zambia

Students

.

1000

15

Tech.

3
1

60

200

2

5000

CO

10

1500

5

16

150

1

100

r

5

Univ.

( '000 miles)
Road

7 ~ '

i

z

Roads

fThousands^

.

Publishers

Rail

18

0.8

5

0.3
3
0.6

-]

0.2

3
50

8

0.4
4

■

70
20
7

■■■■20

■

;, -i!--

.29

11
0

■

■

1.6.

Africa South of the Sahara, 1976-77, EOropr. Publications.

:■

>.

.
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-It is~evident that-some of the countries shown

in tablell, notably Nigeria,

Zambia and Ghana have made significant progress in that they have placed almost
20 per' oent of school-age population in school.
However, the number of students

in"technical school or university lags far,

far behind the need.

Further

more,- the^fraction.of .teaching time-devoted to subjects (this ie not shown in.

the table) such as hand-skills, practical engineering, management, and'factory
design is tiny even in Zambia and Nigeria.
Evidently, there is a lack of
appreciation of;the institutional role in the transfer of technology and industrial
development.

:

.

■

'"

The density of roads and railroads as shown in table I
per million people,
Clearly

it

and of course tha number of vehicles

is-possible for

technological

only a few people to

information or

and manufactured goods.

to

is

gain access

averages about 1 mile
correspondingly smalls
to

sources

see technology reflected in machines,

In most areas,

of written
apparatus

even rudimentary products of farm and

shop cannot be transported to markets. ..Accordingly,

th.3 overwhelming majority of

thosa who in another society might have grown to be outstanding industrialists,
authors, community .Isadars or othar innovators of social change have almost no
opportunity to

develop their rare talents.

creative leaders are

evident

on

It

thenational

is not surprising that so

few

scena.

.

Table II.shows the.amount of apparatus for communicating information in
Africa.
The data is expressed in terms of the percentage of the population which

Table II(

Communication appar.a-tiis

■ '(

(1574)

In percentage chare of population owning^subscribing to appartus)

Population

(millions)

Country

Ethiopia

30

..

0.07

Liberia
Nigeria- ■
Ghana
Niger

"

newspapers

.

1
?

"0.7

Botswana

Zambia

Daily
Radio

Telephone

0.20

25

O.i'4
-2.5

1.2
60

0.81

10

:

10

0.2

12

3.0

4
6

0.2

"

5
5

0.61

.

■

3.0

2.4

The low fraction of the people who receive newspapers compared to, say, those
is probably related to the literacy rate in Africa, which some
authors say averages about 10 per cent.
The low level of income is of cours.e
also important.

who

own radios

.. An

effort was made to

gather

statistics

on libraries and books," especially

technical books, which are available to the general public.
The data was unreliable
and incomplete; however, some preliminary estimates can be made.
In tha laast
developed countries,such as

Sthiopia and the Niger,

there exists about one book

t
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"

' '

per hundred persons and. in the more rapidly;, developing countries, such as Nigeria
recently become oil rich there may" "be, as. many as twenty books per .

which has

hundred persons.

However,

only one book; in twenty is'related to

Most books are located in university libraries,

to the. general public*

technology.

which are,often riot

open

Usually.; universities are interested, drily in publications

devoted to" the basic sciences 'and academi; research.

Accordingly,

practical

]'

technology and current literature dealing 'witti'industrial and agricultural
practice are often not available«

Bookstores can be a practical outlet for technology information. . In Asia,
this1 fact has baen exploited by printing and marketing" low-cost paperback"reprints
of outstanding technology books already published.in the United States .of.America

or tte- United Kingdom.

This appears not"yet■'■ to have tak.en place in.Africa,"

To the contrary, many Governments levy the same high, import taxes on..books' as on
other goods which are regarded'in luxuries', for the rich»
In Ethiopia^ for ".
example,'standard textbooks in engineering and industrial management,'etc., .are,,

sold a;t 2 to 3 times the pride'"in the market-economy countries."

Such iiigh'prices

decrease demand,'which in turn makes it unprofitable to stock any but a few "'
titles.

,

Small power-tools (drill's y saw, lathas,

.

etc.) are an especially important'

.

carrier of ■ technology information1, but' these goods' also seem to suffer the.same ,'

■fate as books'dealing with technology.
Despite an apparent demand for . th.em, . ■,/
even at high duty-inflated prices, such goods are hard to find in the markets'.
The reasons for this may include a lack of appreciation of the potential ability

of small^shops to grow into large'industrial enterprises so that little attention
is paid to'their import needs.
Rapidly developing Asian countries, such as - Singapore,- have recognized the importance of the knowledge" contained .in apparatus
and impose no duties on second-hand or basic working machines, but this policy,
has .not yet been adopted by some African countries.
II.

THE FIRST TWO TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER MISSIONS

....
■

■

■. •-.

..

. '

The first interagency mission on the establishment of an African Regional '_"
Centre for the Transfer, Adaptation and Development of Technology was organized
under the segis of the. United Nations. Economic Commission for Africa and the
Organization of African Unityo
The mission was organized as the direct result
of a series of resolutions adopted by the Governments of the African region - ' ■
in which attention was called to the need for urgent action to strengthen the - '
technological capabilities of the countries of the region within the framework -"■
of the establishmsnt of the new international economic order.

" Through visits to a reasonable sample of African countries during'April and''-

June 1977?. the mission attempted.to evaluate the state of technology in the
region,, its place in national economio development and the problems and constraints
encountered in the formulation and implementation of technology policies.
The
mission has put forward certain recommendations for action at the national,
regional;and international levels, which it considers would assist in the
strengthening of technological capabilities in Africa as a whole;

e/cn.h/actt/5
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rFdr .the puxpbse of carrying out its task, the mission split into two"teams,

which assembled separately at fiCA headquarters in Addis Ababa for briefing
sessions.

Team A visited Kenya, Algeria,

figypt,

the Sudan,

•

'

Madagascar, Mauritius,

the United Republic of.Tanzania, Rwanda, Somalia and Ethiopia.
Team B visited
the United Republic of Cameroon, Nigeria, Ghana, .the Niger, Mali, Senegal and. ,
Zaire.
The two teams ,came together in-Addis Ababa for the preparation of th.e
final report of the mission, which was completed on 15 July 1977.
Technology policy in Africa

The' members of the mission .observed that few countries had spelt out any.
.policy in tha field of technology. The great majority of countries,.perceived
technology policy as being an implicit' instrument of development. Few countries
had reached the stage, of developing their policy into.,a .plan, of action-for
strengthening their technological capability,. This absence of policy is.largely
due tcTa.lack of awareness of the pervasive nature-of technology in national.;,
development;- Wnere there was . such" awareness, it was scattered throughout;the ";
dedision-making system and' had little impact on policy formulation, .,
"... ,A few countries have realized the importance of developing of technology,.

They have established a regulatory framework to monitor and control the
acquisition of technology.

However 3 in most African countries there is a gap

between "policy and the.translation into a plan of action"-for strengthening national
technological capability,'"

;uIn; th'ese countries, awareness of the potential for.-developing technology

was' evident iri certain persons'and institutions.

However, these persons are

often scattered throughout'the decision-making system and often occupy only middlelevel; positions in the government. As such, they cannot act catalytically in
defining national goals and "policy in this field. ' There is a need, therefore,
for gpvsrnments \,o identify, recognize and mobilize their staff into coherent
policy-making teams to encourage the efforts of institutions which are trying to
be innovative in the field of technological polioy.
Science and R and D

-

■tfhereas few countries had clear policies in the field of technology,; nearly
all had some form of approach to science and R & D, ■ National councils' for
'
'
science and research had been established in nearly all the countries visited "by
the mission, and institutions of research, particularly in agriculture,'-were
fairly numerous. In contrast, R and D activities' and institutions in industry
were extremely rare? and those that existed were engaged more in quality control
activities than in industrial research as such. The great majority of enterprises

still relied on the R and-D facilities of their parent firms located outside'Afrioa,
In certain cases wher.e industrial research and development facilities existed,
th:er.e-was a tendency to shop abroad for manpower and expertise, thus' depriving
any nativa persons of the chance to gain experience through "learning by doing".

Moreover, the few industrial research and development facilities which existed
often adopted the university approach of research leading to publication rather
than local commercialization of "the research results,,
.■■'•■
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In certain areas,

for

example solar and wind

sufficient widespread need in Africa to

ener©*- res ear oh,

there is

a

justify co-ordination and sharing of

the research efforts in the region. :In-'agri*culture, research is undertaken
mainly-in relation to export crops; ' There-is, howavarj a need for greater .
attention

to -be given to

the upgrading-'of ■ indigenous .-technology*

is successfully undertaken,

i.e.,

when it results

Where research

in- an applicable solution

(seeds or new breeds of animals), the mechanisms-for translating these results

into forms usable by

the peasant are often poor.

-■••

The link between researcher

and user remains weak.

On the whole,

'

..,/...

'

."..■:_

in both industrial and agricultural* R & D. there was more

emphasis on researoh than on development.' ■ Only a 'small -percentage-of.' the activities
of "most institutions-'was devoted .to the"conscious application of technological
solutions. - Research'activities tended,.to" duplicated:-efforts in other institutions.

It might be sugges-ted that African: Ees:earch"ers should adapt the injunction
"publish or'perish" to read "innovate" or perish". -.In certain 'institutions,'

R & D could be'.classified as an. attempt ;to'-'-"reinv'ent the wheel",- and there was
general hesitation- to imitate' and adapt',

-■

■

in- the'belief that' such activities -did

not require skills1 of a high scientific calibre; ■ -

■'■ . '■'■ .;-'.< : -- ■.

..

■'

:'

■ ■

"

: ■"

.-,',.

' ■

Institutions

Most of

the. countries'visited had "institutions-j. including a national science*-'

and technology council and an Academy'or Ministry- of. Scientific Research. "The - ■
few'that-did not have such institutions'-had'plans tcr-establish them/ These'
'
institutions have similar functions',;' centri ng -on'-the promotion, execution,
co-ordination and'funding of. scientific' and technological research.1'" - There are laboratories and other research facilities which are administered
directly or indirectly by these councils.
Reflecting the preponderance of

agriculture in Africa, research facilities in agricultur^'considerably outweigh
those'in"industry.
Some countries'have patent-off icies and- organizations dealing "'
with standardization and quality control, -industrial-surveys 'and -investment
promotion.

A few have established national development consultancy agencies.

There is,

however,

a total abs«nco^:of institutions with spacific responsibility

for the1 transfer, of technology.
The pat ant officos aro'largoly involved in
ragistaring.patents already granted-.in fiurope and do "not examine patents as such.'
Coneequantly, they havs littls impact on industrial d0vslopm:ant.:
'
■

Although such a network of institutions in the field of science and technology
was observed -in-man^i African oountriesy. operationally the system remains weak.' w:v\
Responsibilitiss are spread too widely among sgveral institutions, and'rsisourcos "
are not allocated to

specific tasks.

*

:

.

■

:

.

■

It was noticed in the countries visited that, because of this overlap of

science-and "technology policy institutions, there was a-'^endwicyto duplicate ■ '
faoilitiss at the national level, with some institutions overlapping1 in functions,"
objectives and programmes and others occasionally operating at cross—purposes
with declared policy goals.
The result is that despite substantial inputs into
institution building in science and technology, there are few tangible outputs
from the whole system.

Page 6

There is a naad for.a clear-cut institutional technology and science

policy.

Technology policy should ba .incorporated into tha existing framework

of economic and social planning:and implementation.

The responsible Institutions.

must encourage the establishment of links between .technology development, social
and economic objectives and-.available resources.
Manpower

and

,

.

training

-

.

In virtually all African countries shortages of skilled manpower place
constraints on development. . There are shortages of, psrsons with-sngin-aring
~
and agricultural expertise and with-managerial skills and of industrial designers,,
production and process engineers, . engineering draughtsmen,, food;.technologists,.
.,
quality control personnel and management accountants - to name.-only a few.
Among thecmanpower now. available, imbalances exist, in that there is an unfavour
able ratio of middle-level technicians to profsssionala.and a general lack of
oorrelation between .skill requirements* and the-training provided.
These
countries have not been able to initiate adequate.measur es in policy and in
practical terms in attempting to find a meaningful solution.
To initiate such tneecires, there must be a serious re-examination of what' the
countries are training for in an effort to arrive at realistic estimates of the
skill mix and the number of trained manpower, required to support development
activities.
It is suggested that an early, start should be-made in the acquisition
of skills at the primary-and secondary school level-and that*practioal training
should be made to permeate -the entire educational.system.
A, shift has to b©
made in a conscious effort to steer teaching away from the theoretical towards
tha practical.

■

;:

■

■ .

Various countries appear not to have adequate facilities for.the training
of technicians.
This .has- rasulted in shortages of technical personnel, who are
therefore in

great

demand in

most Afrioan

countries.

...

Where professional personnel are concerned, training programmes in engineering
have adhered to the tradition of producing civil, mechanical..and electrical
enginaers.
Universities-have-not taken measures to diversify the cours es-off ered-.
to reflect the. actual needs of the economy.
One measure being, attempted in-.a: ,:
number of universities is the- exchange of ,prof essional personnel between university
and industry to expose each side to the requirements and programmes of the other
and' thus promote.a bettor assessment-of tha- types of graduates required in the
economy.
More often than not, lecturers do not have enough, industrial .exparienceo
Contaot between university and industry should take place.in both directions
with experts from industry offering courses in their areaof specializations.
In planning of education and training .programmes, it is essential that
technology responding to national probleme^and.-.manpower ..needs be reflected in
curricula at all

levels.

■

.
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Information

The weaknesses observed in technology policy formulation and technological
institutions are'to a great extent a reflection of'the weaknesses of the
information infrastructure, technical capability and consultancy services in the
continent. In the majority of countriaa visited there was a lack of"information
on alternative sources of technology or on tha existence of alternative
technologies in various fields. There was often a ...lack of knowledge, about as
well as information 6ng modes and terms and conditions of transfer, and the
consequences of importing technology.

Often there .was little information as to

the technological capability of the country, in terms of both"manpower'and, .
institutions. There was a lack of information channels for the dissemination of
research results at regional levels; however, there was some attempts to,
communicate with similar institutions at the E and D level. It is perhaps this
lack of information on the programmes of various African E and D institutions

which explains the phenomenon of duplication in E and D efforts.

:

: The deficiency of information systems in finding, acquiring, processing, and
^1^ delivering ^formation on technology is compounded by structural defects
in the information- systems. First, .there is a tendency to orient all saarches
for information to points external to the continent. Little attempt is made'to
find and evaluate information within the continent. Secondly, there is the

problem-of'th-e inappropriateness of tha information obtained from external sources

■ihe information is often in a form which users at the domestic level cannot under
stand, and.the services of-a "decoding" agency are therefore required. Even in
cases where the information is easily comprehensible, it may relate to the
production of goods which either are too sophisticated for the domestic market
or involve technological processes out of the range of the domestic investor,
ihircily., the. medium of exchanges of the information may often be inappropriate in
that. it.may require the user, to learn new.skills or incur greater costs in order
to have.acpess to the system as is sometimes-the cas a with electronic data systems.

l^l ^ ' Pr8!9nt international ^orts in establishing information systems
of userTmin ^^ °ritically ^ ordar to take into account the actual
Lastly, there is a great shortage of manpower with the information, and

documentation skills needod to service the institutions.

Librarians as a whole

a.e scarce in Africa, but specialized technology documantalists are even more
scar-ce*

Training

One mission recommended that*

Private sector should be required
run training
qd to
to initiate
initiate and
and run
training

^TT
l con^ibSte
^S in
llTflZVl^TT
tht9.Bki"?technical
Pf itS ^eee.
It should also
one lorm or another to
trii
to national
national technical
training programmesj

E/CN,14/ACTT/5.
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(c)
by

Governments should establish machinery to monitor the implementation

enterprises

■ (d)

of training programmes

investment

contracts;

The training of engineers should be broadened to include mastery of

the practioai

elements

of technology as well as

technolo:gy process j

( e)

which are part of

other related dimensions

of

the

...

Training courses in management should be provided, for i engineers^ and

technologists in the form of short'courses and in-service programmes;

(f)

Training programmes'should be geared to the productive needs of the

economy,

(g)

''

. ■

'

.

" .

"

.

the unpackaging of technology and project

....

evaluation;

Opportunities should be provided for national engineers to develop

their- consultancy skills by participating in the planning,
of major development projects.

(i)

■

aspects-of the process of the transfer of technology,., such as

negotiation;

data and

.

Specific courses should'be provided for. engineers and. technologists on

the various

(h)

'

This is important for

design and execution

ensuring that the technical

expertise generated by such projects are retained in the country;-

National training'programmes should be established for courses in.

such fields as production
engineeringj

.

metallurgy,

'

'

engineering,"

engineering and industrial design,., chemical

standardization and.technical

information systems*,

III, ..COUNTRY VIC2JETTES

5y using the results of the first

two survey missions and of

interviews

with nationals of various countries in Addis Ababa, it v.ras possible to"'prepare
vignettes of the information resources of several typical African countries," as
follows a

.

.

,.'■■

Zambia
Public Library Sevvices

The Zambia Library Services (ZLS) is a Go'vsrnmant-sponsored agency which
oversees all library services

in

the country.

The service is particularly tied

to national programme of rural reconstruction*
This concept was developed about
six years ago when the national development strategies put an accent on rural
development, and it was clearly evident that the majority of Zambians did not
have access to the information on which the deVelopmsnt strategies were based.

The Lusaka City Library is run-by the City Council. -I-frs-selection is
fairly comprehensive and broadly based to enable it to cater for the student
community and the public at large.
It gets only selective services from ZLS

in order to increase its collections and to broaden its services to lihG public.
Management is left to the City,-.Council.
Individuals may borrow books for given
periods,
' '
-.■.■'■..■'
'
"■ ■' • ■

e/CN.u/ACTT/5
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Originally there used to be motile services only to the suburban

communities wiihin a'radius of .30 miles of the centra of Lusaka.

However,

with the broadened concept of rural reconstruction mobile services are sent
to the countryside-and are geared very particularly to cater fo'r farmers in

the countryside;'

'

'

■ The effectiveness of this system in improving the agricultural education
of the rural masses of course remains to be assessed.!. This is because
' '
distribution of the books in this'way presupposes, among other things t??.;vfc;
literacy oampaigns have been started so that the masses can read the books and
that' the literature'be expressed in language which, makes sense to 'the rural"
masses;- In'1 the-present^ context "it is important only to note t^at this effort
is'beingmad'e."
'
'
Universities

--.,. „

.-.

_:■_■■

; .; TheyUniyarsity of. Zambia has two campuses. The main campus on; the Great
Sast Road has the:-c.an;tral university,library whose 'collection includes
• ■■■■■
scientific and technological .publications.- Hi thin th-isi oampus there-are schools '
of engineering,. soience and mining.... The School of Mining is new and about. - *■ .
to open.
Formerly there was a department-of mining-within the Faculties • of •-

Science and.Qiginaering.

Each of these faculties has its"own specialized library<,

The School of Medicine constitutes the second .campus.
Its library is* •.■
functionally tied to one at the teaching hospital as they are part of the same
system. ; . -

■

..

. ;

.

■

.

.

.■■-

:

■■■

'

The School..of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine-is housed at"the Natural *
Resources Development College,, also located along the Great .feat Road.
This. ; ■ 1College has its own library.
It is fully equipped with facilities for
agricultural experiments.
The library basically sarves the college community ' . ■ -.
even though there is no rule denying members of the public access to its resources

The. University of Zambia.has a.speoial unit. in. advanced agricultural research
run in co-operation with the Natural Resources Development College and the .."•.•Ministry of Rural" Development.
Because of links with'government - ministries?'' ■'■
the information obtained from the research gets to the national policy-makers
directly..

■

■

.

.

■

:

:.-... ,-

. ,,1-t. is currently planned that .sub-campuses of most schools: will*1 be opened in-'
rural areas, to. try to integrate th.eir programmes of higher education'and researchwith basic programmss of rural development and reconstruction, thereby bringing

what would otherwise be merely academic exercises close to the real development
programmes so that students and researchers have opportunities to carry out
experiments

in situ.

With this principle in mind, a sub-campus for the School of Agriculture

was recently opened at Mwinilunga, about 400 kilometres west of Lusaka.

to which it actually promotes the School as the source of information on
agricultural technology to benefit small farmers remains to be verified.

The extend

E/CN.14/ACTT/5
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The School of Mining is sub-r:divided into several unit8',
located all .over the Copperbelt &o

that training is

and these are-

integrated with the actual

mining .operations.
This was largely a rasponse-to the needs
mining industry for more highly qualified individuals to man

expressed-by the
their operations .

and to promote productivity.
As a result the Government decided to bring the
two major mining companies into the business of managing, the School of Mining.
These'are two mining companies, which have 51 per cent Government holdings
namely, Roan Consolidated Mining and Nohanga .Consolidated Copper Mines.*.

All Zambian. students at the School of Mining are sponsored,by the; mining'' ,
companies so. that thsir training goes directly to .the user industries.' The
entire School of fihginsering system has about 300 students at its main campuses
and sub-campuses.

Research institutes

The important National research agency is' the National Council on Scientific

Research with: headquarters on Lusaka's Great East Road.
In addition to the .
.
Lusaka'facilities, the.Council has a''numbar of research institutions dealing with
agriculture and animal husbandry .in the country located at Livingstone,

Copperbelt and Chalimbarie.

'The'first two institutes are primarily geared to

gather data on rural development problems and plans for storage at the Lusaka
facilities.
Most of this information is used directly by the Government and

industries to facilitate planning.

.

•

'

'

-\.

There is a medical research unit under the University of Zambia located
near the airport on the Great fiast Road.
It is integrated in to-the teaching
programme of the teaching hospital.
However, government "ministries concerned
with public health may also request it to make specifio studies. ' * ■
Data banks

'

The only semblance of a data bank in Zambia is the Central Statistical Bureau
under the Ministry of Planning.
It is based in'Lusaka.
Its facilities store
information of interest to developmant planning and now great emphasis is placed
on rural development and reconstruction.
Because it is not geared to serve as a library, its use is limited to
government planners.
However, university researchers have occasional acoess to
the data by arrangement.
Regular statistical reports are issued to' the public
. .
through bookshops and are stored at iibraries and'all university schools.
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Ethiopia

Public library services
There is a national

library in Addis Ababa with a multidisciplinary

collection,,
The preservation of its multidisciplinary character is to some
extent facilitated by the national law which requires that everyone who ,
publishes any literature in
a

copy, with

fithiopia,

regardless of the discipline,

must deposit

the library,,

Unfortunately;

this law is limited in its

number of publishers in the country*

effect because of the limited

At present only the University Press '

is operational*
Oxford University Press has closed its operations in Ethiopia;
but-in the period when it was operational* there was some contribution from
Oxford.
It should be mentioned, however, that the majority of its publications
did not have- technological content,.
.

Som3 views on rural technology were expressed by some government officials
in Addis Ababa, who expressed reservations about the view currently in vogue
that modern technology in agriculture and animal husbandry should be immediately
encouraged to facilitate increased productivity.
They felt that before such
technology can .be introduced there must be studies aimed at understanding the
nature of the traditional technology used by the peasants and at ascertaining

where it can be used in the context of their environmsntal needs-.
Policy would
then aim at t&© formulation of strategies for improving those aspeots of
that technology which were deficient or for adapting new technologies to local
needs.

. A

The view of these officials is that this array of baseline information
is just not thore*
Vorse still, they report a dearth of competent researchers
who can, carry, out that kind of research in, the country.
This. was. identified
as a major' bottleneck, in any plan to improve the amount of technological
information useful to the masses.

The university system

. The University of Addis Ababa located in the city has Faculties.of Technology;.
Medicine, Agriculture and Science .(physics, chemistry, biology and geology);
3;t jilso has a College of Public .Health looated at Gondar, about.600 kilometres
north of'AddiH A"baba0 The Faculty of Agriculture is located at Alemaya-nsar
Dire Dawa, about 500 kilometrcn east of Addis Ababa. The rest of the faculties
are on the Addis Ababa campus*

The libraries of thase faculties serve teaching purposes.
The reading
oomraunity that is interssted in the library facilities is primarily the university
community.
On a few occasions some people from industries call for information,

but this is infrequent although the libraries are open to members.of the
public. Observers in informed positions comment that there has simply been
inadequate interest in reading on the part of the majority of Ethiopians; -, This ties
in with the bottleneck described above.
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Res earoh &t the university facilities
carried out

to provide demonstrations

that might be conveyed
form of information to

for

is minimal.

It is basically

the students.

to potential users.

Ultimately,

Hardly anything

emerge from the university system is

have-been' the recipients

exists

the most important
those graduates who

of technological information,

Ethiopian Science and Technology Commission
This body was established in December 1975 and is functionally located
within the office of the Chairman of the Council of Ministers where it is

headed by a Commissioner.

'It is-physically located in Addis Ababa,

The" sh6^i\ existence of the Science and Technology Commission has been
during a time of 'critical demands on the nation, so it is not yet fully operational.
It has so far focused on organisational activities and on the neod. to define
its terms of reference which were broadly outlined in the constituent instrument

(Proclamation No.62 of 5 December 1975)*
It is anticipated that the Council will function largely as a mechanism
performing the following tasks i-

(i)

Initiating scientific and technological research in critical areas
of national development;
industrial development.
such areas

(ii)

and the persons

to

carry out

the research;

Locating all research documents of interest to Ethiopian scientific
and technological

development

summary Bubstanco'-cf

(iii)

especially rural agricultural and
Thus, it will have the duty of selecting,

and to registering the location and

the documents,

at the central office;

Sei-ving as a clearing-house for thoso who need or have information
to aid research and planning in the nation;

(iv)

Informing the public of the information it has located and where it
can be found.

This will be an

educational role of the Council*

For storage of the information; the Council would utilize the departmental
libraries of the.Government and' tlie University*
For instance* information on

hydrology would'-be stored with the Water Authority and mining and geological
information, with-the Tnstituta of Geology.
In its working relationship with the University,
act tot

the Council plans

to

urge the University to

(i)

Eegister all its future research information with the Council;
;

(ii)

(iii)

■

Move aggressively -on research in areas of interest to national
development;

•.-..■

Supply information to experts in areas of urgent national need, especially
experts in medicine;

agriculture and national resources management*
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In'this connexion,
itiall

graduates

• ■
'

-

-

the Council, will require that the University-register

in various fielder soientific, technical' or

otherwise*

In fact^thfilCounoil has.-already'dx&wn* up questionnaires to-survey thV nation
to

find out! the. number

may later be made to

of"university graduates who ;are" in the~ country.

survey those who are currently out of

The'Council. also plans.- to

Attempts

Ethiopia.

establish a national .-sci-enoe -popularization' office,

which will be. responsible- for'bony'eying scientific information to th'e general
masses in-simpleand'aocessible language.

It is

felt

that this' will be an

effective way of disseminating technology information relevant'td development

to

the level of the most

and peasants.
the office^

elemental users?

including industrial workers,

farmers

-Again the'central problem is finding competent 'personnel'1.to man
■

'

The Council has also

•

■

..j :>-■-■-

considered co-operation with international "agencies

such as ILCA (discussedybelow),-but "this is riot feasible at pr esent" mostly "

because the national plans of research have to consider the baseline teohnioal
information'as mentioned above*. '
' • '
-l':":
"
'
Institute of Agricultural Research

'

■

'

■

This; was,;set up and-is being operated with'funding half from FA0LLand vthe rest
from the..Ethiopian Government*
It has ten sub-iris t"i tut es in :ethiopia, which
\'
focus largely "on ways, of improving agricultural productivity. 'It has no 'established

library but runs pilot projects*

These activities could be closely linked with

information gathering and storage.

At present they are a way of getting,

agricultural-information (mainly from" the FAO system? -ILCA and iihe University)
to the' level of the actual users at the grassroots.

'

■

International:Livestock Centre1 for Africa

•"■.'•'

.'*■.■■

The International Livestock Centre for Africa (ILCA) is looated.in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia.: It was established in,1974 by the Consultative Group of international

Agricultural .Research (CGIAR), a consortium which includes the World'Bank, UNDP,'
FAO,

IDHC,

the Ford Foundation,

the Rockefeller Foundation, UNEP,

the Kellogg

Foundation, Inter—American'Development Bank and- 30 governments from around the
world. ■

-

■ '

.

■

'

'

-

'

...
The goal of the Csntre is to help improve animal production by studying
''
soilsj the environment; plants used as animal feeds; the social environment of
owners "and, the economics of livestock production, including human consumption,
and ;the marketing of livestock products.
.
■
"'!.''."
.The Centre lLs concarned
ed with technology information that covers any of the,
abovo subjact areaso
It has
as Vao following tvo types of functioha>ith rsspecf.
nd usd:
■•-.'-•-■*
to inforimi'.t^on gct^.-ring L-.nd
usd:
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(i)
■;

Research work is done by interdisciplinary teams, including experts

in the above.fields., They gather data on-ways and means of improving
livestock production, using a comprehensive project approach.
The
information so , coll.eotsd is stored at the headquarters facilities
in Addis Ababa.

(ii)

documentation and information services! ILCA has a-comprehensive

. documentation and information retrieval system at its library in
. Addis-Ababa.
The library uses magnetic tapes, microfiches, cards and
documents."

The information'retrieved is disseminated in several ways.

First, it should

be borne in mind that the central purpose of the Centre is to help tropical ■
African countries to improve livestock production.
For that reason it is under
obligation to. make information available to any African oountry which requesteit.
Information may.be disseminated as documents or miorofiches.
Information must, however, also come from within the States, where the
research and data gathering has bsen done.
Therefore, information collection
and dissemination is carried out in three stages:

:

First. ILCA. wrote to all governments within tropical Africa asking them
about institutions within their- countries which might be interested'in exchanging

information,

on livestock

addresses to: ILCA.

..-.-.

production."
.

:

.

The gDvernmarits supply names- and
-

.

-

■

.. . :

■In: the seoond stage ILCA establishes initial contact .with the institutions
named by tlie governments and then sends a team to visit them.
The team includes
a scientist who examines and seleots information that may be of interest to ILCA.
The scientist is accompanied by a librarian who catalogues the information s-elooted
and by a cameramanwho films the text tc be used on microfiches.
. In the third-stage, a full set of the microfiches and films of other documents
held by ILCA is sent to all'the institutions interested in co-operating.

In this, programme ILCA has been, dealing mainly with universities and
directorates of veterinary services in the countries concerned, but it provide
information to any scientist anywhere in the world who is engaged in research aimed
at the improvement of the technology for livestock production in tropical Africa*

Another way in which ILCA disseminates information to medium-level users
is through conferences, seminars, and in-service training sohemes for administrators
and planners from national governments. These are geared primarily to facilitate
the exchange of information among researchers, farmers and planners from Afrioa

and overseas.

Participants are selected either by their governments or by

universities or research institutes.

Country programmes constitute a special method of disseminating re3earch
information and are designed to perform operational functions directly. They are
undertaken by formal agreement between ILCA and the national governments involved.
The programmes under operation at the time of this survey were:

e/cn.u/actt/5,
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Kenya
■Mali-

-

—
;■

—

Serai-arid zones and monitoring
:Arid

zone

■-■.■.

.-

Botswana" Monitoring (assessment of lon^-term' biotecKhioal changes)
Nigeria''■:Arid and semi-arid and semi-humid and hrJml'd^zones.
Ethiopia -*'■ Arid, semi-arid?arid highland zqnea (work on one semi-arid
''■•* -zone has been'started at Jijiga)'.

ILCA gives technological information in these areas for special,areas and
but only in conjunction with the government planners.
Individual farmers
may request information from ILCAj but by its very setting, ILCA is_n.oV-£_; -.
accessible to themj so for operational purposes it has been dealing with
governments and intergovernmental agencies.

•

■-■,':■..

As to i$sv.links with r.on-African information servicing-institutions, .,-ILCA

has direot contact and arrangements, with itsr-Latin American.counterpart,; which
is located at Turi Alba in Costa Ricac
The emphasis on Latin Amerioa is
deliberate in view.of the similarities in problems of livestock^.dsvelopment
and agriculture generally;,. In fact, a, great, deal of agricultural.: information
from Latin America is stored at the ILCA facilities. ■
. ' ..»■;■

ILCA has also made arrangements to get FAO's aggregate .files, on livestock

management.

It also has direct and comprehensive arrangements for oo-operation

in: researoh: and exchange cf information with the-Jnternational1 Laboratory for

Researoh.in. Animal-Diseases (ILRA3))'in; KjQnya. ■ While ILEAD is' engaged'in^-1
study of animal diseases, ILCA focuses on ways and means of-improving"1b'

...With only, about .two year3 of ■ op.erations behind it, ILCA sti-11'looks to gra
opportuni.ti.es,;for expanding-its staff-.and operationso-. Its.-team and*information
experts which include secretaries in anima.:i production}:, erivjjrbnmaitai scientists

and experts in plant product.ion, a social teams a training team, economists,
documentatists and,administrators. By 19.80. lt.'should-.-hav3 a' total-'-staff of just
over

one thousand,

■

...

.■

.....;

;

.-.

*

■/

■-■'

:■

'.

-.•■■

. .General publication .is one srea..in whJ.chlLCA plans' to - expand^! ts Activities

in -an .effort to augment the present collection of documents = and films.' 'It iilans
to issue and disseminate the following publications- ct.o -libraries^!uriiva^s"ities

and gDvernments in tropical Africa.,

-,-Indexes issued twice a- year^ .

..

-

j

■ -...;:

Technical papers and annotated bibliography}

An ILCA journalc

(iv)

in journals

'■.""■'

vi7-j.-

-«•

At presant scientists associated with ILCA publish

elsewhere}

-j.v ;

■."''- -

A compilation of questions and answers received or issued1.''by--the
Centre over, a given period- ,.

.

■

-

.-•-•■

In addition there are plans to: establish a quick data" retrieval bank'with

connex.ione
x.ione

to co-operating, ^nstimtious*

-..

■

..

•vo-.e"..:*•" >.;'■ • .
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Like most international institutions, however, ILCA's reaoh is limited to
governments, and specialized, institutions

in co-operating countries, ■

It is not

■geared to_ direct co-operation'with farmers generally e
For .that reason,
the country programme approach seems an important feature in its plan to
reach the most basic users of the information it disseminates.

Liberia.
Libraries .

■
" '

■ .

■

.

'
•

.

-

'-■■-'-.■.•■
"

.

V '

Although there is a public library maintained-by the Government located in
Monrovia, it caters largely to young readers.
Very little of its collection hr.s
C any. information geared to. adult .needs.
Moreover, it is open only during the
day,, when most adults.are at work,.and closed in the evenings.
.• ...Ithas no formal services to any of the nine countries outside Monfovla.o
-However,, any.reader who has identifieda book held at'the central library may
ask that it be sent

to him by post,

University of Liberia

.

.

;

•- -

■

•

The University-has a central general library located in Monrovia and"fundeo.
by. the Government-. ■ There are also specialized libraries for the technical
Faculties of Medicine, Scienoe and Agriculture,.

The Faculty of thginaering was closed" in 1969 because it was-not economically
feasible to maintain1 it. It had been run by the Government of'Liberia with
financial support from; the United States Agenoy for' International Development

. Cuttington University,(popularly known as "Collage") is a private1 ins^i'tivL:lc:?.

owned and run by a protestant missionary consortium.
It is lo'cated'at-'Swakoko
about. 56 miles away from Monrovia*
It has its own libraries, which include ons
for tha Faculty of Science and the Sohool of Nursing, which are the two science
programmes the College is known for. .The Collage has no faculty" of agrioultrLrc
and no faoulty of

engineering.

"

- '

Both universities are fairly small in size and in their student body.
The
approximate number of students who qualify for degreos from them every 'year is
as followsi

■

-

■

-

Faculty of Medicine:
6
Faculty of Agriculture* 30

Faoulty of Science (biology, physics and chemistry):- 30

Booker Washington .Institute (Btfl) is located at Kakata,'about 45 miles
from Monrovia.
It was established by the Government in the-1940s to provid'e^
technicians for every sector of the economy, especially mining and agricultureo
Government departments absorb most of the graduates.
Total enrolment averages

500 to 600.
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Students at the Institute are placed on internship programmes in government
departments according to their fields.
This is one way in which the information
they obtain from their training and experiments reaches its users.
Since the universities have no faculty of engineering, this Institute serves an important
publio purpose.
Most engineers in.the country are trained in the United States

of Amerioa.

';

.. ■ "' '

.

'

'

.

'

''

'

Most of the large companies, in Liberia have, their own; training,institutes,.- ,

but thes'e. are.,generally for use only, by'the companies. 'The-following are typical*

(a)

The LiVeria American Swedish Mineral'Company (LAMCO) is' located in .

Nimba pdurity, about 20P miles from Monrovia^,.There1is 'a.training institute on.the
premises whare'.,the company runs'a."."training" :prbgramme'in mining .engineering and technology. ' The'inst'itute has'a small library and laboratory facilities.
Qrifolment

figures were not available, but they are believed to'be fewer than for either'1 of'
the partly successful trainees who,woric.for the company, ..which.is adjoint enterprise
of the Liberian and Swedish Governments.
'' '
"
" :
•■'■■
"
Firestone,, tyre company has its own .training facilities for the tyre

industry. ' ;Pir'eetonfe also has ah Institute of Tropical Diseases located at an. .
adjunct'to its premises about-45 miles .from' Monrovia. .This'is a private ins.ti-tute

funded largely'by the company.
some international agencies.

It is'also believed to get some "financing from

Reports on research in tropical diseases ar.'e.given to the Liberian -Ministry
of Health in Liberia and to any university medicai scholars or researchers who
ask Jo reoeive them. .. The Institute has close working relations with the Faculty

of Medicine.at tiie. University. ' It .also supplies research information to-several .
other oountries in" Wept Afripa.and would be willing to' co-oparat'ein, this: way

with any.'govarnmaAt or university which requested .information from it.Data banks

;■

"_' .;

:-

; 'The Ministry of Planning has a, Statistics Centre headed by an Assistant

,-.

Minister'-for Statistics. The "Centre has computer facilities which catar^ for the •
Ministry and other government departments. Its data are aggregate in character '
and include both technological and non-scientific information.

Private companies have their own information banks about which little is
known. They are accessible only to the companies and their'affiliates.'
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Sierra Leone
Librari ea

■

.'''■■

■ ■ ■■■-■■"

"

'

_

,

•--.--

There is a central' library, in Freetown which is open to any member of

the public provided that

he

'

registers and obtains a library card for purposes

of identificationThe collection in the library is general in oharaoter with
only'afew teohnology—oriented-publications which cater for adults.
It was

not" possible to ascertain th'e frequency vand" degree of use of these publications;
but since the library is open mostly during the day with limited, evening hours,
it is -suspected that working people^ donot use very much.
There have been some..
mobile library servioes^ to the provinces.1 It would seem more appropriate if the

public library oould':be; decentralized to-tring it within close proximity of
curidus and'deliberate users."
1

' "*'

■'■-'''.

.:■-".

■■

Th-e--ftniverslty. of-Siarra :Iieone has two-colleges which are important for

the present survey*

'•' ''•■

-'1:

(a)
Njala University Coll.ege''was established.to cater far." the agricultural,
soienoes.
It is ;locatedat ;Njala> outside Freetown and its-library serves the:

students and ■teaching and research ;Btaff who live at the College !and a few people
from the Ministry, of Agriculture-arid Natural Resources.
.The location of its
libraries easily discourages its us© by a broader public.
It tends' 'to.--ibe. used
only by people who feel at home in the University campus.
The collection includes
booKs

on

cropi

soil and veterinary

sciences,

■

- (b)
Fourah Bay College is located in Freetown and offers co-arses in both
arts* and soienoes,- The'Departments of Ehgiheering, Chemistry", Zoology and'Botany
have their own-libraries.
There is !also a general College library with a central
function,
Th:e'se libraries carry :'technical books,-periodicals and research '.
publications of the University.
These College libraries cater largely to the
students and teaching staff of the College although enterprising individuals' from the

city occasionally use th.3se.

Such people are free to read books in tha libraries,

but only by" speoial arrangements may individuals not associated with 'the university
system borrow books,

P'-

-. ■

" -

■

.

.

University

The University, provides
and by

technolo^ information in

the,courses it offers,

oarryihg out research.

Just before their final year, students are placed in the Ministry of Works
where they put their education into praotice.
They participate in the planning
and execution of projects in the Ministry and are paid for their work, a praotice
which is believed to

provide the incentive to work hard.

.
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■, Student&££gbm Njala College are sent out on agricultural extension projects,
in which they .wjdark with farmers discussing, methods, they; ^earned at, college.
It
was not -possible to

evaluate "the scope of. the help.which farmers received from

the internship students,... However,
viewed "by some as constituting
an
■. .users,

■

:

.

it was suggested that, thes.e practices.are
ideal
way of getting information to the-

.

■

.

Njala College disseminates information ...by. preparing occasional bulletins,
on agricultural research,,
These bulletins are intended for farmers as the
users.of the technological information they contain.
However, thay tend to end up
in the levels of urban researchers, students and a few educated urbanites:::witti
very little information reaching the small farmers and peasants.
Whether the
information is used by the small farmer probably depends on whether..the.institutions
concerned translate the information into an appropriate format.

'■ "•■A marine biology laboratory is operated by the University's Department 'of
■ Biology 'and the Fisheries Division of the Ministry of Agriculture.--:.Xi'--isLJ
located on

A

the'coast near Freetown.

.-,.<.■

Centre for Advisory Services iii..-Technology,

Research and; Development

in the University of Sierra Leone under the Department of Engineering,

exists

it is''

committed to providing advisory services to government departments, and at.times
to the private sector for purposes of planning.
Recently it was proposed, that
this Centre should serve as a nucleus for a national body with'a similar function,

Technical Institute
There is a secondary school level and post secondary school teohnical institute
in Freetown, which operates under- the Ministry of education.I.ts role is to

provide training for technicians to man technical departments in .the Government.
It has a small library collection^

Central Statistical Office

' ■

:':

The'Central Statistical Office is under the^Ministry of Development and
Economic Planning in Freetown.
It caters basically to government planning officers
and allows limited access to the general public or to the university staff and
students,.
Its collection" includes most data on national development*,
West African Rice Research Institute

■

■

. ■

.

,:.

.This regional Institute is located at Rokupr outside.Freetown.
Within the
country, .it is associated with the Ministry of, Agriculture and'Natural -Resources,

The; Institute conducts research on ways of improvdng the production,of'rice. The
Results ip^ its'research reach farmers: through demonstrations in the..field conducted

% it's s%aff»

It. has. a small library for its research .staff .v The West African -

sta^es:participating in the Institute operate on.a consultative-basis, :'with every
member financing operations in its own country.

IDRC

and other

donors„

Some financing is provided-by FAO,
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The national Ministry -of Health la" the only body in Sierra Leone which
"deals■with information on health planning* " There is no faculty of medicine

at'tha Uhiversity'and no medical research centre to provide information in that
regard.

Most physicians working in Sierra Leone are trained in'the Union o.f . .

Soviet Socialist Republics, the United States of America and the United Kingdom.

The Ministry of Health has focused primarily on the provision of medioal facilities
in conjuotion with the Ministry of ?lanning and Economic Developmant.
It provides
no information'oh-health' education or'* technology.
.'
'

Rwanda .,"■.■...■,-■.

,

General "background

.'

,

■

■.

_.".._

. ■

-

.

.

......
...;..

Rwanda is one of the smallest African countries with a total population of

approximately 4 million,; which is growing/at the, rate of'3.per. cent, per annum.

With a "per_oa'pita GNP .of $US80, Rwanda is on a of the least developed countries in
Africa," fts total GWP in 1975 was $US32O million, and-the rate of growth of C2fP
was 2.3 per cent per annum which is too slow to keep up with the rapid rate of
population growth.
In.fact, the.yer _ capita income, declined at the rate of
2.1 par cent per annum between I960 and 1973.
,
:

Rwanda's economy's like that of. many African countries, is based almost entirely
on agriculture; barely 5 per cent »f'Athe GD? originates from industry^
Accordingly,
the national plan is geared" tbwards making life in the rural areas more productive
throughi

(i)
•

.

-

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

Reforms in agricultural production to ensure better utilization

.of scarce'land-resdurces; °: Air eady'the average holding in Rwanda is
.T.2* hectares and given"- the mountainous relief of the country, there is
hardly any more room for- extensive oultivation;

Modification of the educational sys.tsnrto make it mors relevant

and rseponoive to the needs of rural life;

.Population control programmes to arrest the rapid rate of increase
of the population';

. ;

"

.

■:'■

Administrative reforms to ensure greater popular participation in the
process of development.

Science and technology policy in Rwanda

•

In view of the special position of Rwanda's agricultural economy, it is
perhaps not surprising that a concerted national approach to the transfer, adaptation
and developmant of -technology, does not exist.
The perception of issues in this

area is hampered by'the lack of a national industrial sector of any significance.
Apart from a few agro-based industries in connexion with such oropa as tea and a

brewery, the industrial sector consists of small repair workshops and small-scale food
processing units.

.;

...

-
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■

Service d1 information et de documentation r.ndustrielle

, Rwanda has a centre for industrial information and documentation. Created
in 1974 with the assistance of UNIDO, the Centre operates an information system

for industry and provides technical information to government .and private-,
sector investors. It is in touch with other information centres and industrial
research institutions in the world and with the UNIDO Industrial Ehquiry Service
in Vienna*

■-.

•

... "Although the Centre is comparatively young and is supervised by enthusiastic
team of a Canadian expert.and his African counterpart, it has:began to suffer ■
from the classic African hiatus between scientific and technological institutions
and the productive sector,, Those few. "large" manufacturing./anits that exist in
• Rwanda.do no£ feel the need for .the-services of the Centre as - they -use their .'
-own- information sources, calling upon their parerit companies or .suppliers'of •
machinery in fiurope or India to furnish such technical information as they may require.
At the small-s,cale level,, the Centre has still to convince local .snterpreneurs of
its-utility to -Jhem. In fact? the personnel of the Centre, have-to .sell theXeritre
to the-consuming public, iVe.,.. the local investors and industrialists.■.' ?..■;

1 -

The* Centre also has problems of .personnel,.

There is a need for persons .-to-

interpret the technical information forwarded to the local manufacturers. This
may in part be due to the fact -.hat most of the technical catalogues and information
provided is in Bhglish, and the local staff has to go through the'laborious

process of ^ translating, ij into, French. , In addition,, the Centre remains isolated

from the .-main, ministerial decision-making process/ The Centre also-suffers from
the'geographical isolation of. Rwanda* For.example, communications are "extremely

slow and there; are long delays ...in mail.from Europe,

■

■

>

•*/•■_■ Despite these difficulties, the existence of the Centre, exerts a pbsitivV
influence m that "it makes both policy fakers: and potential clients aware of- •issues relating jo the transfer and development of technology.

Agricultural research

'.

.

'

......

a '■ A^+obsnervedjeaI>li^; agriculture is the mainstay of the'economy of Rwanda.1'
Agricultural production is at the subsistence level, with the cultivation of

^T?S P^dominating. Agricultural research date,, all the way back to I933y
when the National Agronomy Research Institute was established. The.research is- ■
concentrated..on varieties of beans and" legumes.

Oddly" enough in a-country/which

depends on; bananas as a staple food, there is no research of bananas."

*

The agricultural research institutions ~-the Institut nationals de recherche

°^e'aMdthe Centre d8"r^«<^« ^onondque - are manned mainly by

thfi:fl ^Pe0Ier; 0Hinf t0 thQ lim±ted nunbap Of Moratory facilities' in

, there is a tendancy for Hnandese researchers to leave the -country.

±S+ thQ-3&m* ^n ■the *?** of animal husbandry

in
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production of such animals as poultry,

pigs and rabbits.
Given the cultural
significance of cattle in Rwanda it is essential to couple efforts in animal
husbandry-with other socio-economic reforms in order to facilitate the
acceptance of technological innovations

in

Technical training

this

field.

■

Technical training in Rwanda consists of various programmes for training
middle-level technicians such as paramedical staff and craftsmen skilled in welding,
carpentry,'electrical fitting, public works and mecnnical and auto engineering*
Home economics'and-simple craft are taught to female students. . ;The training

normally starts after 3 or 4 years of secondary education and lasts 3 to 5 years.
Training is also'provided for junior agricultural extension staff and.there is a
commercial and administrative training school.

...The view was expressed that there is a great demandfor people with .technical
training in nearly all fields of the Rwandese economy.
It was pointed out to the
mission that henceforth more stress will be laid on professional training as
opposed to general education.
However, Rwandafs efforts in this area are greatly
handicapped by a lack of teachers and trainers.
Higher

education

' ".

The University of Butare, founded in 1963 with Canadian assistance, has
four faculties:
Science, Letters, economics and Social Sciences and Medicine.
The University has about 300 students.
By comparison, nearly 1,100 students,
are abroad studying subjects such as veterinary science, engineering and
forestry in which courses are not offered in Rwanda. The .University relies heavily
on foreigi teachers of which there are as many as 250. at the University and

nearly 90 at the Teacher .Training College.

For a country so haavily dependent on agriculture the absence of a
faculty of agriculture at the University is considered to be a serious ommission.
However, the mission was assured that a faculty of agronomy would be opened in
the near future.

Also missing were facilities for training engineers and high-skilled
technicians on a continuing basis. The University has adopted an ad hoc approach
to this problem by making graduates in science engineers after an additional
two years of .training.
The mission feels that in view of the acute shortage

of skilled technological manpower in Rwanda, a permanent solution ought to be
found for the training of highly skilled technicians.
This could take the
form of a polytechnic institute.

In addition, to voicing concern about the problems of technology training,
authorities held the view that there was a need for greater awareness of science
and technology issues, for the creation of a technological culture and for an
information network with linkages between national, institutions and similar

institutions in other African countries.
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;', IV.

. '. -;

TI.fi AFRICAN INFORMATION I70TWORK PROPOSED h£ THS

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOE AFRICA (EGA)

On the basis of _.. groundwork
for Africa in .March.. 1977

laid in 1975 and 1976 the Economic. Commission

launchedi a programme to

establish a network of computer-

aided-data centres in Africa,under the leadership'of .Mr, Adebayo Adedeji, ■■;'-"

Executive Secretary;,

(AFDIN)O
,

to be knom a3 the African Development Information Network
'

'

'

-

V .This-'network will.be devoted primarily to the storage,

and. sharing; o£;;.-,indus.trial?

agricultural

.information1 in/the African region?.

retrieval,

-

.

.

.distribution

socio-economic arid technological'"

A central computer,

library,

publishing"

house, and data :storage, facility will be located' at 0CA headquarters, iri Addirs;-Abakan

The network; headquarters will be linked,to subregional .centres in north,'" e&st;
southerns v.rest3 and central Africa and with national information centres"'and
spec.ial subject'-centres which choose to

join tha Networko

Facilities for quick reference and retrieval of indices arid abstracts of
information stored at any of the ..centres will be provided by video data terminals
link.ed to a ■computer at headquarters or to' any computer-equipped'cehtre by
.means of telephone circuits*
Airmail will be used to transport books, documents
and network indices and to co-ordinate the regular exchanged of the centrese

The project will be.brought to fruition over the 4-year period I978-198I0
The'planning and design phase.has begun at ECA and will continue through" 1911*
The existing substantial and library,, printing and professional staff services
of the Commission will be utilized as a- broad foundation' for the headquarters1branch of the network,
'
'
"■■'

Projected development costs include $8007000. for equipment and staff costs

of. $5 .million over four^yearso

Further information ban be obtained from ' .

Dr0 Quirino La^.hounmey - Economic Commission for Africa; Addis Ababa i
Dr. Quirino Lanhounmay is serving as General Secretary of the network project*,

;. Concurrently with they dsve'lopmant of APDINj the Commission is establishing
■ the African Data .Bank as. one member of the networke. This bank will use the'. .
computer and library of, the. Co.mmis.sionc,'..Tke.project .is intimately related "
to the operations of EGA substantive Divisions, The work of the Divisions will
add to the stock of information, and the staff will be on call to provide answers
to Data Bank subscribers,,
The computer with large-storage, on-line disk memory
will provide quick reference retrieval, of information files supplied by Uni-'t'ed
Na-tions agencies and'other so.urces0
■
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PRELININARY,CONCLUSIONS aND RECOMMENDATIONS-

Basic needs

It is

evident that there is no single existing or planned information

network ^that will "maettha need for technological and development knowledge in
Africa^ or even in'any'single African Stateo
Instead, the requirement is'for
cbherent1'planning and simultaneous

execution of many projects on many frontiersc

In some States, one of these frontiers is the achievement of basic litaracys
without >hich'^he skills and intellectual capabilities of most of the population
will r'emaiVi" dormantj/and specialized and very rare talents' in/the areas for
example?' of leadership,' technological enterpreneurship, and scientific research
will not emerge ciath'e national level.
In othar States, such as Nigeria, there are
enough schools to ensure that in about a decade most people will be able to reado
Once literacy has been achieved the problem of the provision of reading
material ariseso
This problem is.not as simple to solve as may appear,,
It is
a1, paradox that although many national plans include universal literacy? there is
of ten no accompanying plan for universal libraries, even in schools.
Most people
feel that r,eading books after obtaining a degree or a certificate is a practice
reseived for scholars onlyo
.If is seldom thought that a person should continue
his education throughout his life by reading or that education is in itself a
process.of personal enrichment; as distinguished from the acquisition of a
certificate for the purpose of obtaining a government jobo. Although'-it may be an

extreme vie^ 3orae people even fisei.that the purpose of education is to enable a

person

to avoid difficult work rather than

According'to this view education
Because of
it is

thes~; attitudes*

extremely important

provision

people.,

of

to

equip him

to work more effectively^

join a privileged elite0

which are usually remnants i.f a previous feudal societyj
create social change regarding the use of books?

vridespread public

Also,

to

entitles a person to

libraries

and

of course^ the elimination

of

the social responsibility

of

the

educated

the well-known bias against the use

of one'shands is still rnecasse.ryc
A third frontier is that of equipping public libraries with trained staff who
both know how to' maintain their collections "arid understand the role of literature
in providing -know-how to the general .public for productive purposes as well as
for

scholary activity or

leisure*

Trained librarians are very scarce in Africa?

■and- technical librarians'are even rarer,,'
in Africa which teachas library science,

Although'there .may exist an institution
this

survey has not. yet

anoounter.ed.ite

The fourth frontier is the achievement of: a broad public understanding'of the
capability of technology - carried forth by individuals in a democratic society -to provide the prosperity and social justice which most people desire.
If people
realize, for example, that the construction of village hydroelectric dams?
fertiliser plants^

roads or atone and mortar houses will enrich their lives and
that these things are possible through their own efforts? a large demand for
education and libraries will follow and the technological revolution will have
begun o
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Communications

There now exist about IS

earth .stations

of the ^PAHAFfEL-satellite

communication network in Africa and new ones are "being added at the rate of
about 1.5 per year. Thus it is immediately possible to institute computer-aided
data retrieval using remote terminals facilities* for' some major cities:
~ '
Perhaps 30 per cant of a heavily, populated area could thus be served through

good telephone circuits.

Long-distance* charges,* however, tend to be quite

expensive in. Africa, perhaps fiye ♦times' as high-as in the United Sta'tW of America.

This is probably duetto a philosophy of - "charge what''the :traffio wil-i"1.b6arl'.:;"
Accordingly,. regional international'-agreements would be-valuable in determining
actual costs, at least in the case of development information networks; .; ;

.

Suggested programme

.

■•

.

■

■•

o-

'

"

It ds suggested that a; programme* to bring about a- significant flow of ■ .
technological and development information" should be based on four main priorities'}

(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

Basic (grade school) education which administers a large dose of

praotical technology and training for self-reliancej

The construction of public libraries;

The training of general and technology-oriented librarians;
General public education programmes which make people aware that the

growth of technology in a democratic society is everyone's responsibility.

A computer-aided information network will of course have immediate value in
linking up those few information centres that already exist and in providing
knowledge at a lower cost. As the numbers of general public libraries grow so will the computer-accessed linkages.
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